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Abstract. The AEC (Architecture Engineering Construction) industry is going through the 

phase of a digital revolution driven by bombarding it with digitization and automation. 

These developments can be possible due to the advancement in research areas of 

information technologies and computer science which attracted many researchers. 

Simultaneously, in the population-driven underground work, the technological 

involvement has also been increased with the help of the digital revolution. Underground 

tunnels are important assets that constantly demand effective construction, planning, and 

maintenance, etc. Therefore, applications of computer vision and machine learning 

techniques in underground tunnel engineering provide different sets of challenges and 

opportunities by enabling larger clarity and accuracy into the subsystems and process of 

underground tunnel engineering. The main aim of this study is to examine the current state 

of computer vision and machine learning, as well as related approaches that aid in the 

digital growth of underground tunnel engineering. In this paper, the research of the last 

two decades in the area of underground tunneling by using computer vision and machine 

learning has been discussed and compared. In addition, this research will help the 

researchers to explore the digital revolution of underground tunnel engineering. 

Keywords: Artificial Neural Networks, Computer Vision, Digital Revolution, Machine 

Learning, Deep Learning, Underground Mining. 

1 Introduction 

It's been 20 years since this new era of digitization and automation has been started in the 21st 

century and many researchers believed that the AEC industry is having some huge 

transformation. This transformation will only be achieved when the joint use of technologies 

meets the demands of establishing interconnected, controlled, and indigenous processes, 

products, and systems. In the AEC industry, underground tunneling is the main reason for rapid 

urbanization as it attracted many research communities. Underground tunneling is not the only 

one that is affected by the digitization wave, but also every infrastructure-related process is 

being affected by this. There are several examples available where mega-scale projects used 

advanced data storage solutions and computing methods such as London Crossrail in the UK 

[1], the Badaling station of Beijing-Zhangjiakou in China, and the MRT Line 2(SSP) in 
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Malaysia [2], etc. While considering several opportunities, digitization in urban-underground-

development is confronted with some obstacles, which are created by: 1) Geological 

uncertainty, 2) The inherent complexity of spatial opacity, 3) Ground-machine-structure 

interactions, and 4) Working in a high-risk environment.  

The digital revolution efforts within the underground tunneling towards a digital solution 

revolve around two reasons:  

• Need: The rapid urbanization escorted by the growing populations inspires the utilization 

of underground space for tunneling [3]. For example, the population of Beijing is estimated 

at over 21 million people. These 21 million peoples cover a distance of 16140 square 

kilometers. To serve its people, Beijing has developed an extensive metro system that 

covers an area of 637 square kilometers with 22 metro lines and 391 stations[4]. 

• Ease: The burden of maintenance of previous projects is greatly influenced by the lack of 

digitization that visualizes and updates information. For example, London has the earliest 

metro systems network escorted with the wide utility of networks crossing with each other. 

These crossing results in accidental strikes on underground cables and pipes which cost a 

loss of around 1.2 billion British pounds yearly [5]. To address this problem, the UK 

government's geospatial commission is working on an underground resource registry, 

which will give digital maps of subsurface cables and pipes for proper data access, use, and 

sharing [5]. Similarly, the Singapore-ETH center is working with Singapore's land authority 

to create a digital twin of the city's undergrounds using 3D technology [6], following the 

country's national plan, which prioritizes the efficient use of underground space.  

These reasons have identified the need for using digital technologies to boost the effective and 

efficient development- planning, and management of underground tunneling.  

Computer vision and machine learning approaches are seen as important aspects in the scenario 

of industry 4.0 for underground tunneling construction, as they have demonstrated convincing 

results in the digital transformation process [7]. These technologies have demonstrated the 

combined powers of data collecting, management, and processing, therefore reliance on smart 

technology continues to grow. The generated data is associated with three types of Vs i.e. 

Volume, Variety, and Velocity that has crossed the capability shown by the traditional methods. 

Therefore, computer vision and machine learning approaches demonstrate a great capability for 

big data analysis. Several applications have been proposed based on computer vision and 

machine learning approaches that show the digitized state of underground construction [8]. 

In this paper, we present the computer vision and machine learning techniques based on two 

important stages of underground tunneling that is:  

• At the construction stage 

• The Operation and Maintenance stage. 

The construction stage is again divided into three subparts: 1) Geological prospecting, 2) 

Tunneling Boring Machine performance, and 3) Ground prediction and evaluation. Similarly, 

the operation and maintenance stage is divided into two subparts: 1) Change detection based on 

point set, and 2) Damage and change detection using images.  



 

 

 

 

This paper is organized as, in the next section introduction about machine learning and computer 

vision has been given. In section 3, the application of these techniques specific to underground 

tunneling has been demonstrated. The conclusion is given in section 4 which has been focused 

on the paper outcome and future perspective of this research.  

2 A Gentle Introduction to Computer Vision and Machine learning 

Big data and its jointly related field such as computer vision and machine learning have received 

huge attention in the past decade.  This attention has benefited the wide range of applications in 

the context of underground tunneling including design, construction, and maintenance.  

2.1. Computer Vision 

Computer vision is defined as a process of extracting useful information by analyzing images 

or videos, to understand the underlying physical world. It has been adopted in many ranges of 

applications such as face detection, person tracking, stereo matching, etc.[9]. Even though deep 

learning outperforms several techniques mainly related to object detection and recognition. But 

still, computer vision techniques are better than the traditional methods in the context of 3D 

reconstruction and panoramic vision [10]. Computer vision systems are essential for recording 

and capturing the constantly changing condition of construction and, as a result, assisting in 

decision-making. According to some researchers, the intelligence of the built environment may 

be leveraged to establish awareness and create values when autonomous/semi-autonomous 

platforms are employed for data collecting and integrated with machine learning approaches. 

2.2. Machine Learning 

It is believed that machine learning has a very profound history. In 1952, Arthur Samuel 

introduced the game-playing program by using the concept of machine learning. In 1959, 

machine learning was defined as a “field of study that gives computers the ability to learn 

without being explicitly programmed” [11]. Generally, these algorithms are designed to learn 

from data by automatically extracting patterns. “Learning” plays an important role in machine 

learning algorithms. Therefore, Mitchell [12] defined learning as a “computer program is said 

to learn from experience E concerning some class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its 

performance at tasks in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E”. Several tasks, 

according to some researchers, can be simply addressed given prior learning and performance 

experience. Consider the case of a tunnel engineer who wishes to identify a crack in a tunnel 

portion. The goal is to find a label that says "crack" or "no crack" on any image taken within the 

tunnel. The performance measure for this crack detector maybe its accuracy, and the training 

experience could be a collection of photos with labeled images of cracks or no cracks. Machine 

learning is typically classified into three categories: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, 

and reinforcement learning. The problem of crack detection that has been discussed is an 

example of supervised learning. The papers included for this review are primarily based on this 

sort of learning, which is supervised learning. Robotics, autonomous vehicle control, 

neuroscience research, and voice and natural language processing are all examples of tasks 

where machine learning algorithms are valuable. 



 

 

 

 

3 Computer Vision and Machine Learning Techniques used in 

Underground Tunnelling 

Several technologies, including computer vision and machine learning approaches, have been 

employed in subterranean tunnel construction for various applications such as structural and 

stability health monitoring, geological anomaly predictions, and as-built quality control, and 

among others. In this review, strategies implemented in the underground tunnel construction 

mainly related to underground inspection and maintenance have been discussed [13]. 

Geophysical prospecting and sensing deployment, generally, produced a huge amount of data 

during tunneling and post-construction maintenance. Therefore, several researchers have 

applied machine learning techniques to the data produced from geo-prospecting [14]. Similarly, 

computer vision techniques is also been applied to infrastructure inspection and monitoring [15].  

This section provides reviews and examples of the computer vision and machine learning 

techniques that are widely applied at the construction stage, operation, and maintenance stage 

as shown in figure 1.  

 

 

Fig. 1. AI-related fields that can be used in underground tunneling 

3.1 The Construction Stage 

During the construction stage, a huge amount of data has been generated, that can be widely 

divided into three parts as waveform-based geological prospecting, machine performance, and 

ground prediction and evaluation. The computer vision and machine learning techniques for 

waveform-based geological prospecting can be demonstrated as: 

3.1.1 Geological prospecting 



 

 

 

 

Several geophysical methodologies is been applied to underground tunnelling to gain 

information on local geophysical conditions. A detailed review of geophysical methodologies 

is been proposed by Li et al. [16] where the technological and applications principle of 

geophysical methods have been deliberated. Wu and Lin [17] proposed a model called 

InversionNet that figures out how to transfer seismic waves to an underground velocity model, 

as the full-wave inversions play an important role in the subsurface characterization. Generally, 

seismic wave-based approaches are used for detecting geophysical discontinuity [18]. Seismic 

waves are created by hammer vibrations and explosions, which are detected by sensors placed 

on the surfaces. This approach identifies various types of rocks based on how long it takes for 

waves to be reflected due to lithological discontinuities. In some cases, during the process of 

constructing the underground water supply tunnel, the ANN (Artificial Neural Networks) is 

used to anticipate the worst geological zones by maintaining the relationship with TSP-203 

(Tunnel Seismic Prediction)[19]; which results in knowing the seismic properties [14]. Further, 

the fully simplified CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) has been used from the U-Net [20] 

by proposing to train 3D datasets of seismic images. This method helps in localization and 

context capturing, as it contains the symmetrical expanding path and contracting path 

respectively.  

Microseismic functions mainly predict hazardous rockburst and assess rock mass stability. 

Rocks generate low-level seismic signals when they are tensed [21]. Therefore, deploying the 

microseismic monitoring systems underground can interpret those low-level signals and allow 

us to locate the seismic source.  These resulting signals can help in improving excavation safely 

and can be used to train  NN (Neural Network) for feature extraction and pattern recognition 

[22]. In this study, the authors have developed a model called the PhaseNet by using the DNN 

(Deep Neural Network) algorithm to predict the three components of the waveform. Usually, 

before doing any excavation process, the detection of utility networks and knowledge of 

underground infrastructure is required for adequate management and planning for underground 

space. This is important because some countries have limited terrestrial areas such as UK and 

Singapore. Therefore, they have launched several programs to digitalize underground space by 

mapping and assessing the underground construction [6], [23]. Both these studies, record data 

on the field by using geophysical techniques like GPR (Ground Penetrating Radar). GPR 

depends on electromagnetic waves that detect discontinuity and alien-like substances by 

identifying signal attenuation from the targeted objects. A study developed a pattern recognition 

system that involves pre-processing to minimize the noise, feature extractor, and SVM (Support 

Vector Machine) classifier. This study helps in detecting and classifying buried objects from 

GPR imaging. GPR is also used in geological drilling in an underground tunnel along with being 

employed for an already laid utility network.  The variation in waves of geological heterogeneity 

such as fractured rocks and groundwater can be characterized and detected by GPR when the 

images are reviewed by the analyst. However, images evaluation highly depends on the analyst's 

experience [24].  The database that contains the GPR images plays an important role in the 

management system to enable the decision-making process and collaborative interpretation 

based on functional visualization. In this work, the data has been captured using the GPR and a 

backend database has been created. To obtain geological insights, seismic methods have been 

used. With the help of these databases, DNN can be used to learn patterns and extract features. 

Liu et al. [25] used the DNN architecture for mapping permittivity maps to GPR data. This 

method can be used to reconstruct tunnel lining defects. 



 

 

 

 

3.1.2 Tunnelling Boring Machine Performance  

Machine learning techniques have been widely used on operational data, specifically in 

tunnelling boring machine operations. It mainly fulfils the prediction of geological conditions 

and forecasts TBM performance. For example, Benardos and Kaliampakos proposed the ANN 

to predict the TBM advance rate. With the help of ANN, the authors determine the effect of 

parameters on TBM performance. Further, the SVM algorithm is used to develop a prediction 

model for TBM penetration rate. In addition to these, The GIS (Geographic Information System) 

platform has been used to improve the visualization capability and helps in the decision-making 

process for routine tunnel maintenance. Just like supervised machine learning approaches, few 

studies have also used unsupervised machine learning techniques for analysing operational data 

during underground tunnel construction. For example, Zhou et al. [26] suggested integrating 

complex network theory, and spectral clustering, for shield tunnelling by using 

multidimensional datasets. The results of this were used to analyse the shield machine's cutter 

maintenance and to infer geological condition adaptability. In another example, Gao et al. [27] 

predict the operating parameters in real-time by using RNNs (Recurrent Neural Networks) 

3.1.3 Ground prediction and evaluation 

Underground tunnel construction sometimes induced ground deformations. Therefore, the 

machine learning approaches have been selected to evaluate the geological conditions in tunnels 

[28] and to predict the tunnel settlement induced by TBM tunneling. These approaches are better 

than the terrestrial measurement techniques as they are time and material-consuming. 

Simultaneously, increasing power in remote sensing technologies such as InSAR, which helps 

in providing accuracy in near-real-time. Classical examples of applying InSAR include 

landslide deformation, assessment and monitoring of ground scheduling, and building damages 

induced by tunneling [29]. However, several attempts have been made on enhancing the existing 

approaches and limits to process the huge amount of images. But still, accuracy depends on 

human interpretation and expert knowledge. For example, Anantrasirichai et al. [30] developed 

a CNN-based framework for detecting ground deformation in the London-Northern line 

extension with the help of UK velocity maps and high-resolution InSAR images. Machine 

learning approaches are also used in predicting geological conditions with the help of TBM 

operating parameters. Zhang et al. [31] predict the geological conditions i.e. changing rock mass 

type by using an SVM classifier. The authors claim that their proposed method provides an 

average precision of 98.6% after compressing big TBM operational data with the help of 

unsupervised learning. In another study, the authors combine the approaches i.e. ANN and 

Simulated Annealing to predict the distance between the two planes, the orientation of 

discontinuities, and rock mass parameters based on TBM driving parameters. 

3.2. Operation and Maintenance stage 

The advancement in optical sensors and computer vision techniques attracts researchers to use 

and apply to the general inspection and monitoring of underground tunnel infrastructure[32]. In 

the traditional approach, inspecting these tasks involves computer vision-based data processing 

and data acquisition that helps in detecting any change on the surface as well as any damage. 

Whereas, monitoring can be done by using load cells, extensometers, and strain gauges that 

helps in understanding the structural integrity.  However, the results attained require dense 

sensor employment as they have a low spatial resolution. Therefore, a vision-based, non-contact 

monitoring framework with the help of photogrammetric approaches has been preferred as they 



 

 

 

 

have high spatial resolution and allow flexibility in maintenance. In the next subsection, 

examples of computer vision and machine learning approaches that monitor and inspect the 

underground tunnel construction are discussed.  

3.2.1 Change detection based on point set 

Mobile and terrestrial laser scanning is increasingly applied in water leakage, tunnel 

deformation, and the detection of structural discontinuities. An automatic rotation up to 360o 

can be used to achieve a dataset that covers the full surface. Researchers provide geotechnical 

insights by usually converting point cloud to visual representation. Yi et al. [33] used the LiDAR 

point cloud recorded with the help of TLS to develop a system to model the underground tunnel 

infrastructures.  

3.2.2 Damage and change detection using images 

For general monitoring and inspection of underground tunnel infrastructure, computer vision 

techniques have been deployed. These techniques help in detecting structural deterioration such 

as seepage and spalling or cracks with the help of image datasets that are acquired during the 

inspection [34]. Several robotics systems and inspection vehicle is engaged in tunnel lining 

defects that are equipped with a camera to acquire 2D and 3D profile of the surfaces. For 

example, in a review on underground tunnel infrastructure maintenance in Japan by [35], a 

vehicle named MIMM-R had been established. It had been claimed that it’s a high-speed mobile 

inspecting vehicle that is assembled with the camera, electromagnetic wave radar device, and 

laser scanner.  

Traditionally, computer vision and machine learning technologies have been used to identify 

any damage or change in the tunnel in low-to-intermediate image processing methods. In recent 

times, several efforts have been made with the help of photogrammetric methods that includes 

SfM (Structure from Motion). It helps in creating 3D reconstruction with the help of 2D images 

that depend on the extraction of invariant characteristics from overlapping images [36].  

Usually, tunnel monitoring can generate a huge amount of 2D images that benefited the R&D 

process. Wang and Cheng [37] combined Deep CNN with Deep CRF (Conditional Random 

Field) to create the Dila-Seg-CRF unified network, which can be utilized to produce pixel-level 

semantic segmentation of CCTV (Closed-Circuit Television) images of subterranean pipelines. 

Zhao et al. [38] used the Mask R-CNN and developed an image recognition algorithm. This 

algorithm helps in semantic segmentation, object detection, and instance segmentation of 

leakage defects. Similar to 2D picture data, 3D image data has been used in numerous research 

projects because it reduces noise and is less susceptible to lighting conditions. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper discussed the digital transformation in the domain of underground tunnel 

engineering. In this paper, the current studies related to computer vision and machine learning 

approaches have been examined. These methods have a lot of potential for digitizing 

underground tunnels. Computer vision and machine learning are two key AI technologies that 

can be used to perform massive data analysis. Machine learning approaches have a long history 

in enhancing the performance of the machines for underground development by learning from 



 

 

 

 

the data by automatically extracting patterns.  A huge volume of image-like data or images has 

been produced with accessible robotics systems that have integrated optical and non-optical 

devices. The advancement in optical and non-optical devices has effectively boosted the 

development of computer vision techniques in underground tunneling. In addition to these, the 

growth of data analytic also helps in the process. 
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